Considered by many to be one of the most elegant and luxurious luxury vacation villas in the Caribbean, Villa Castellamonte is a sprawling beachfront estate located within the prestigious community of Orchid Bay Estates. Villa Castellamonte provides eight spacious bedrooms, each en suite with air conditioning, perched on a sea cliff overlooking the azure ocean waters with a direct stairway to a semi-private 600’ golden beach. The first floor of the villa, including one of the two master suites, is fully handicap accessible as is the massive zero entry swimming pool.

Villa Castellamonte is fully staffed with over a dozen highly trained staff including butlers, maids, gardeners, security and even a private executive chef who prepares everything to your taste. The villa has been highlighted on MSNBC and was selected by Fodor’s as a “Fodor’s Choice”. Come visit us today!